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Buying a cheap plane ticket gives you the chance to save a lot of money. However, it's not all good news. Now, if you're
looking to save money on the whole travel experience, you might also want to consider splurging on an upgraded cabin.
These days, many airlines make it easy for you to book a premium seat, which allows you to stretch out and really get
some sleep. But what exactly does a premium seat cost, and will you actually save money by booking one? [caption

id="attachment_113973" align="alignnone" width="622"]iStock.com/kexenio - by KeXENio[/caption] According to travel
experts, a premium seat can offer more comfort than a regular one. The seats offer an extra 12.5 inches of legroom, an
extra three inches of seat width, and they have a larger bin. What's more, the premium seats will also offer an extra 16

inches of recline. Let's face it, not everyone is comfortable reclining while travelling, especially if you're in economy. If you
want to sleep, you need plenty of space, and reclining your seat way back takes up a lot of that space. You'll also want to

keep in mind how many rows of seats there are in front of you. What's a premium seat? Let's take a look at what a
premium seat entails. For one thing, they're called premium seats because they're more comfortable and offer more

extras than regular economy class seats. As an added bonus, you can get them by upgrading your ticket when you book.
When can you upgrade to a premium seat? You're most likely going to see the option to upgrade to a premium seat as

soon as you book your ticket with a certain airline. For example, Virgin Atlantic offers premium economy seats if you book
a flight with United or American Airlines. How to book a premium seat: To book a premium seat, you'll need to select a
flight that is departing from the United States. If you're flying from another country, you might have to use a different

airline to get to the United States. Virgin Atlantic is one of the easiest airlines to book a premium seat with. Once you've
booked a flight with Virgin Atlantic,
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